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You have a great idea for a new digital product. 
You’ve done some discovery work, identified an op-
portunity and have a can’t-miss solution in mind. But 
now comes the hard part. You have to explain the 
opportunity to your boss, and convince them a new 
product is the answer.

It’s here that an opportunity solution tree becomes 
your best friend. Call it talking to your boss visually. 
And explicitly.

“What’s the opportunity? Solution?  
The outcome you expect?… Show me your plan.”

-Your Boss
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Make your case clearly.
Your opportunity solution tree should clearly visualize the 
connections between your product idea and the desired 
outcome you’ve defined. It should show your boss and other 
stakeholders that you’ve conducted research in a generative 
manner — that you’ve uncovered opportunities, solutions 
and experiments from different avenues to arrive at your 
outcome.

Frame your thinking in (tree) branches.
Show the thinking behind your new product categorically. 
In your solution tree, frame your product idea by its 
expected/desired outcome (business objective and key 
result); opportunity (current, near-term and future themes, 
expressed as customer problems/needs); and solution 
(features in line with what customers need). Your boss might 
also want to see your plan for experiments (all the ways 
you’ll test your solution).
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Add branches for assumptions.
If it helps persuade your boss, add branches to your solution 
tree to categorize and assess solution assumptions. Show 
the risks for things like product value, usability, feasibility, 
and whether the business supports your solution.

Invite questions to generate more thinking.
At the same time your solution tree must be persuasive, 
it should also invite questions from your boss and various 
stakeholders to generate further solution ideas. With all 
parties involved in the discovery planning process, your 
solution is less likely to fall off the rails before considering the 
opportunity you’ve identified.

Use our checklist.
Depending on the opportunity and the depth of your 
solution and product idea, an opportunity solution tree 
can get complex. Use the following checklist to create 
your solution tree in a way that will convince your boss the 
product idea you have is worth pursuing.
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Expected/desired 
outcome
Business objective and key result

 Clear, concise
 Measurable
 Important for the business
 Understood by everyone
 ✓ Product team
 ✓ Leadership & stakeholders
 ✓ Sales & marketing

Example:
• Increase Aftermarket Revenue

checklist
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Current, near-term and future 
themes, expressed as customer
problems/needs

  Support with data, research
 ✓ Data analysis
 ✓ Contextual inquiry
 ✓ Customer support records
 Identify sub-opportunities
 Generate opportunities from solution
 ✓ Reframe problem the solution is solving
 ✓ Generate alternative solutions
 Compare/contrast opportunities
 ✓ Decide which opportunities are best
 ✓ Document reasons
        • “Yes… customers requested this”
        • “No… too much technical complexity”

Opportunity checklist
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5.

Example:
• Increase Market Share



Solution

02
Features in line with what customers need

Examples:
• Internal Benchmarking   • Product Design Improvements
• External Benchmarking  • Focused User Design

checklist
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 Workshop
 ✓ Include all voices
        • Product team members
        • Stakeholders elsewhere in the 
          business
 Link each solution idea to its related       
        opportunity
 ✓ If no link, articulate new opportunity
 Discard solution idea(s) if no impact on         
  desired outcome
 Compare/contrast opportunities – Round 2
 ✓ Team decides which opportunities are best
 ✓ Document reasons



 Create experiments for top 3-4 solution 
  ideas
 ✓ Determine best option
 ✓ Select and implement with minimal delay
        • Keep experiment timeframe brief
 ✓ Observe and document experiment’s  
      impact
        • Intentional learning from results

Experiment
All the ways a solution will be tested

Examples:
• Can failure data be captured when product is in service?
• Are there any legal issues when doing product             
  benchmarking for all vendors?
• Does feature X lead to customers moving from competitors   
  offering?

checklist
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Need help?
We won’t talk to your boss for you, but we are experts in digital 
product ideas and development, including opportunity solution 
trees. Contact us at marketing@clearobject.com

About ClearObject
ClearObject is a digital transformation leader in Internet of Things (IoT) Engineering and 
Analytics. As IBM Watson IoT and Google Cloud Business Partners, we deliver global 
embedded software development environments for our customers, and design and 
deliver unique data analytics digital products that help them recognize the value of their 
data. Our objective is clear: help the world’s best companies build intelligence into their 
products and gain intelligence from them. The future is clear. Do you see it?

www.clearobject.com


